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Abstract We present observations of asymmetric magnetic reconnection showing evidence of electron
demagnetization in the electron outflow. The observations were made at the magnetopause by the four
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft, separated by ∼15 km. The reconnecting current sheet has
negligible guide field, and all four spacecraft likely pass close to the electron diffusion region just south
of the X line. In the electron outflow near the X line, all four spacecraft observe highly structured electron
distributions in a region comparable to a few electron gyroradii. The distributions consist of a core with
T∥ > T⟂ and a nongyrotropic crescent perpendicular to the magnetic field. The crescents are associated
with finite gyroradius effects of partly demagnetized electrons. These observations clearly demonstrate
the manifestation of finite gyroradius effects in an electron-scale reconnection current sheet.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental plasma process in which the magnetic field topology changes and
energy stored in the magnetic field is transferred to plasma particles, accelerating them. The changing mag-
netic field topology enables plasma transport across priorly closed boundaries and is a critical component
in the Sun-Earth interaction, as well as in other astrophysical and laboratory plasmas [Yamada et al., 2010].
Magnetic reconnection is a multiscale process, where ions and electrons decouple from the magnetic field
at ion and electron scales, respectively, and form the ion and electron diffusion regions (EDR). At the magne-
topause, where the plasma density and temperature change significantly between the magnetosheath and
the magnetosphere, magnetic reconnection is asymmetric. The magnetic reconnection outflow is dominated
by magnetosheath plasma, and the flow stagnation point is no longer colocated with the X line but is shifted
toward the low-density magnetospheric side [Cassak and Shay, 2007]. This leads to an asymmetric outflow
pattern, and as a result, the Hall magnetic field structure is modified, becoming more dipolar than quadropolar
[Pritchett, 2008; Tanaka et al., 2008; Mozer et al., 2008; Yoo et al., 2014].

Inside the EDR, where the length scale of magnetic field curvature can become comparable to the electron
gyroradius 𝜌e, the electrons become demagnetized and follow complicated trajectories. Where 𝜌e is com-
parable to the length scale of gradients in plasma temperature and density, such motion enables mixing of
different plasmas. In simulations, the electron distributions in the EDR have been shown to be highly struc-
tured and nongyrotropic [Scudder and Daughton, 2008; Aunai et al., 2013; Swisdak, 2016]. Several simulations
have observed crescent-shaped electron distributions in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field
that are related to finite gyroradius effects [Hesse et al., 2014; Bessho et al., 2014, 2016; Chen et al., 2016].
How finite gyroradius effects and electron demagnetization manifest in reconnection in nature has hitherto
been challenging to study, due to the small length and time scales involved. However, the Magnetospheric
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Multiscale (MMS) mission [Burch et al., 2015], launched in March 2015, provides unprecedented opportunities
to observe high time resolution particle distributions and electromagnetic fields. Recent MMS observations
of asymmetric magnetopause reconnection reported such effects manifested as crescent-shaped electron
distributions on the low-density side of the X line [Burch et al., 2016]. The crescents were perpendicular to the
magnetic field and oriented in the same direction as the inferred X line, consistent with crescents observed in
simulations. In this paper, we use MMS data to study the finite gyroradius effects in the electron outflow of a
reconnecting current sheet close to the EDR.

2. Observations

We present an event from 16 October 2015, between 10:33:20 and 10:34:00, when the four MMS spacecraft
make an outbound and inbound pass of the magnetopause, at [9.2, 7.5,−0.6] Earth radii in geocentric solar
ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. We use data from the fast plasma investigation (FPI) [Pollock et al., 2016], fluxgate
magnetometer (FGM) [Russell et al., 2014], and electric field double probes [Lindqvist et al., 2014; Ergun et al.,
2014]. All the times stated in the paper are in coordinated universal time (UTC). MMS is in a tetrahedron forma-
tion, with a separation of∼15 km. Therefore, they all observe similar plasmas and fields, albeit with slight time
differences. Figure 1 presents an overview of the event, with a more detailed view of the outbound crossing
where the spacecraft move from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath (Figures 1f–1k), which is the
focus of this paper. To more easily pinpoint the approximate times when the spacecraft tetrahedron passes
between regions of different character, all quantities except the differential energy fluxes (Figures 1d–1e) and
the electron agyrotropy (Figure 1k) are averaged over the four spacecraft. To see the differences observed by
the different spacecraft, we refer to Figure 3, which will be discussed later. Throughout the paper, the vector
data are presented in LMN coordinates, obtained from minimum variance analysis of B between 10:33:20 and
10:34:38; L=[0.14, 0.17, 0.98], M=[0.31,−0.94, 0.12], N=[0.94, 0.29,−0.18] (GSE).

The magnetopause is characterized by a large magnetic shear angle (Figure 1a, ΔBL∼70 nT, BM ∼ BN ∼ 0), is
highly asymmetric (Figure 1b, nMSP∕nMSH ≈20), and has a high flow shear, as seen in the ion velocities, vi,M

(Figure 1c). During the whole crossing vi,L < 0. On the magnetospheric side before 10:22:23, vi,L is associated
with a tenuous ion population (Figure 1d) traveling at pitch angle 𝜃 = 180∘ (not shown), i.e., antiparallel to B.
This is likely due to open field lines connected to the magnetosheath at a distant northward reconnection X
line. Further into the magnetosheath, |vi,L| decreases and is associated with a denser ion population that at
around 10:33:30 is oriented mainly perpendicular to B (Figure 1, yellow shaded interval). This region is further
characterized by large current densities J calculated from particle moments, which are highly structured,
featuring reversals in JL (Figure 1f ). J is mainly carried by the electrons, as seen by comparing Figures 1f to 1g.
Around this time, we also observe the largest value of the divergence of the electron pressure tensor ∇ ⋅ Pe

(Figure 1h). We calculate ∇ ⋅ Pe using the four spacecraft and the full pressure tensor [Paschmann and Daly,
1998]; therefore, ∇ ⋅ Pe is an average over the spacecraft tetrahedron. Parallel electron heating, T∥ > T⟂, is
observed on both the low-density and high-density side of the magnetopause (Figure 1i). Between these two
regions of parallel heating, there is a region characterized by more isotropic distributions. Lavraud et al. [2016]
found that the magnetic field curvature in this region was suffienctly large to scatter electrons down to 20 eV.

To investigate the electron dynamics in the region with enhanced current and low BL, we look at the different
force terms of the electron momentum equation:

mene

dve

dt
= −ene(E + ve × B) − ∇ ⋅ Pe. (1)

Since ∇ ⋅ Pe corresponds to a four-spacecraft average, we compare it to E and ve × B averaged over the four
spacecraft, using the electric field unit mV/m (Figure 1j). The terms are closely aligned with N, so we only show
this component. In a large part of the region with enhanced current, the electric field in the electron bulk
frame, E′ = E + ve × B, is nonzero (Figures 1j and 3h) and approximately balanced by the divergence of the
electron pressure: |||E + ve × B + ∇⋅Pe

nee

|||N
≲1 mV/m (Figure 1j). The electron bulk motion thus deviate from the

E × B drift, and effects related to plasma gradients are nonnegligible.

At ∼10:33:30, the length scale of the electron pressure divergence has a minimum of LP=Tr(Pe)∕3|∇ ⋅ Pe|∼
15km ∼ 10𝜌e, where Tr(Pe) is the four spacecraft average. This suggests the layer is thin and that finite gyro-
radius effects are important, which may lead to mixing of plasmas of different regions. From a kinetic
viewpoint, finite gyroradius effects can lead to agyrotropic particle distributions. To quantify this, we calculate
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Figure 1. Overview of magnetopause crossing. All quantities, unless stated, are averaged over the four spacecraft.
a) Magnetic field. b) Density. c) Ion bulk velocity. d) Ion and e) electron omnidirectional differential energy flux, observed
by MMS1. f ) Current density obtained from particle moments. g) Electron bulk velocity. h) Electron pressure divergence.
i) Parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures. j) N components of the force terms from the electron momentum
equation. k) Electron agyrotropy measure,

√
Q, observed by MMS1-4.

the measure of electron agyrotropy,
√

Q [Swisdak, 2016] (similar to Dng defined by Aunai et al. [2013]). Two

regions of enhanced
√

Q are discerned, around 10:33:27 and 10:33:30 (Figure 1k). The first region is highly
anisotropic but has no outstanding features in the electron distributions in the plane perpendicular to B.
In the second region, characterized by thinner peaks in

√
Q, all four spacecraft observe electron distributions

that clearly show agyrotropic features. The time at which these distributions are observed coincide with the
regions of large values of negative ve,L (Figures 1g and 3i) and small LP .
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Figure 2. Properties and structure of electron distributions observed by MMS1 in a thin current layer. (a) Electron
velocity ve,L , (b) density, and (c) agyrotropy measure

√
Q for the total distribution, the core, and the crescent,

respectively. The vertical lines mark the times of the electron distributions shown in Figures 2d–2g. The projection
of the electron distributions are made in planes perpendicular to (d) B, (e) N × B, and (f ) N⟂ = B × (N × B). (g) The same
plane as in Figure 2d but including the local E and E × B directions, as well as a fit to the lower bound of the crescent
based on equation (2).
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2.1. Kinetic Structure of Electron Distributions
In this subsection we investigate in detail the agyrotropic features of the electron distributions. We present
observations by MMS1, which show a clear evolution in the electron distributions over a short time,
10:33:30.1–10:33:30.4, coinciding with the narrow peak in ve,L<0 (Figures 2a and 3i). Similar distributions asso-
ciated with ve,L <0 are also observed by MMS2-MMS4 (not shown). Figures 2d–2f show orthogonal slices of the
electron distribution at five different times indicated by vertical lines in Figures 2a–2c. The three planes are
defined by the coordinate system: B—the local magnetic field direction, N × B (∼L), and N⟂=B × (N × B).
Electrons within ±15∘ of each respective plane are included. FPI samples one 3-D electron distribution over
30 ms. Each distribution in Figure 2 corresponds to one such sample, and every second distribution is shown.
The electron cyclotron frequency at this time is fce ∼ 400 Hz, f−1

ce ∼2.5 ms.

The electron distributions consist of two populations: a core with T∥ > T⟂ and a crescent-shaped population
with T⟂ > T∥ (Figures 2d–2f ). The crescents are centered along ∼ E×B ∼ −L (Figure 2g). As MMS1 crosses the
velocity spike, we observe the following evolution in the crescent distribution with time: (1) the azimuthal
extent decreases (Figure 2d), (2) the lower energy limit of the crescent increases while the upper bound of the
crescent remains the same, vmax ∼ 8000 km/s (equivalent to Emax ∼180 eV), and (3) the range of pitch angles
decreases Figures 2e and 2f. The fullest and faintest crescents cover the pitch angle ranges Δ𝜃 = 75∘ and
Δ𝜃 = 45∘, respectively. The crescents observed by MMS2–MMS4 are less distinct than the ones observed
by MMS1.

To follow and quantify the evolution of the crescent distributions, we estimate their moments. To isolate the
crescents from the core, we set a lower energy bound (see circles in Figure 2g) and include only the range of
pitch angles to which the core belong (centered at 𝜃 ≈90∘). The full azimuthal extent of the higher-energy
part of the core centered at 𝜃≈90∘ is thus included in the crescent moments. We note that this increases the
density and likely lowers the agyrotropy and bulk velocity with respect to the pure crescent. The partial
moments show that the bulk velocity of the crescent distribution increases (Figure 2a) as its density decreases
(Figure 2b) when the crescent become fainter. The velocity of the core is constant and smaller than the total
bulk velocity; therefore, the peak in ve,L is due to the crescents. The crescents are thus responsible for the
electron convection term of equation (1) in this region (Figures 1j). The agyrotropy of the core (

√
Q < 0.05)

is comparable to the agyrotropy of the total distribution. Therefore, although the crescents are clearly agy-
rotropic,

√
Qmax =0.16 (Figure 2c), their densities are too small to significantly increase the agyrotropy of the

total distribution. Thus, in this case, large values of
√

Q of the total electron distributions are not a good
indicator of crescent-shaped distributions.

2.2. Current Sheet Structure
Now we investigate where the crescent distributions are located within the magnetopause by looking at
properties of the fields and particle moments. We can distinguish three different regions, which are marked
in Figures 1f–1k and 3 and separated by solid and dashed lines, respectively. We interpret the region with
enhanced J as a reconnection current layer, and the three regions as the magnetospheric inflow region, the
electron reconnection outflow, and the magnetosheath inflow region, respectively. We will validate this inter-
pretation in the following paragraphs. The inferred spacecraft trajectory through the reconnection layer is
below the X line and shown as a dashed line in Figures 4a and 4b. Figure 4a shows the out-of-plane magnetic
field BM and Figure 4b shows the electron bulk velocities ve,L. The black solid lines show the in-plane magnetic
field. The figures are from the 2-D simulation by Chen et al. [2016], and for further descriptions we refer to that
paper.

The first region, before 10:33:27.20, is characterized by large but decreasing BL. The first sign that we approach
an active region is the appearance of waves around the lower hybrid frequency fLH ∼20 Hz (Figures 1j and 3j).
Adjacent to this region we observe an increasing T|| (Figure 1i), as electrons are heated parallel to B. This
heating is often observed in the magnetospheric inflow region of magnetic reconnection and is due to accel-
eration by parallel electric fields [Egedal et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2014, 2016]. Bridging this region of parallel
heating but closer to the magnetosphere separatrix, we observe the bulk of the electron population moving
toward the X line (ve,L > 0 in Figures 1g and 3i, and ve,|| in Figure 3h), at the same time as an out-of-plane current
density JM <0 (Figures 1f and 3g) and magnetic field BM > 0 develops (Figures 1a and 3d). These signatures are
consistent with the magnetospheric inflow region [Pritchett, 2008]. At the boundary of the magnetospheric
inflow—at the magnetospheric separatrix (10:33:27.20)—we no longer observe any parallel heating, T||∼T⟂,
and the electron bulk velocities ve,L changes direction.
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Figure 3. Detailed structure of the current sheet as seen by the four spacecraft. Spacecraft configuration in (a) N-L plane
and (b) N-M plane. The black solid and dashed lines indicate the magnetosphere and magnetosheath boundary
orientation, respectively, obtained from timing analysis. Magnetic field (c) BL, (d) BM, and e) BN. (f ) Electron density.
(g) Current density JM derived from electron and ion moments. (h) Electron velocity parallel to B. (i) Perpendicular
electron velocity v⟂,L . (j) Electric field EN . (k) Electric field in the electron bulk frame, E′N =EN + (ve × B)N . (l) Electron
frame energy dissipation, E′ ⋅ J.

In the second region, 10:33:27.20–10:33:30.35, the bulk of the electron population now moves away from the
X line perpendicular to B, ve,⟂,L < 0. The out-of-plane magnetic field changes direction to BM < 0 a little bit
inside the separatrix. The structure of BM in the two regions is consistent with the Hall magnetic field below
the X line in Figure 4a. The peak of ve,⟂,L < 0 occurs toward the end of this region and is characterized by
the agyrotropic crescent-shaped distributions described in section 2.1. The signatures described above are
consistent with this region being the electron reconnection outflow. At the outer boundary of the outflow
region—at the magnetosheath separatrix—we observe a density cavity associated with a sharp reversal in
ve,⟂,L and a large drop in electron temperature.
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Figure 4. (a and b) Spacecraft trajectory (dashed line) through an asymmetric reconnection layer. Black solid lines show
the in-plane magnetic field. Shown in Figure 4a is the out-of-plane Hall magnetic field, BM. Shown in Figure 4b is the
in-plane electron velocities, ve,L . The figures are from the simulation by Chen et al. [2016]. (c) Electron velocities in LN
plane observed 10:33:29.50 (bottom)–10:33:30.60 (top). The solid and dashed lines mark the orientation of the
magnetospheric and magnetosheath boundary, respectively, at the limits of the electron outflow.

In the third region, after the electron velocity reversal, the bulk electron motion is thus toward the X line
(Figure 4b), consistent with magnetosheath inflow. The motion of the electrons in this layer is initially aligned
perpendicular to B, which is dominated by the Hall field BM. As the remaining BM trails off across the boundary,
the electron motion becomes more field aligned. After∼ 10:33:31.00, the spacecraft enter the magnetosheath
where the electron distributions become approximately isotropic. Low |B| and |E| are observed for a few
seconds, before BL becomes largely negative at around 10:33:38.

We conclude that the crescent-shaped distributions are found in the region of electron outflow, where they
constitute the peak of the electron jet.

3. Discussion

During this magnetopause crossing, we believe MMS passes close to, or inside, a reconnection EDR. All of the
spacecraft observe a direct transition from the outflow to the magnetosheath inflow at the sharp reversal in
ve,L around the magnetosheath separatrix (dashed line in Figures 1f–1k and 3). In simulations, this direct tran-
sition only occurs inside or close to the EDR. Further downstream, the electron outflow is expected to become
more field aligned and is predominantly located to the magnetospheric side of the outflow region [Chen et al.,
2016; Khotyaintsev et al., 2016].

To investigate the topology of the reconnection layer in more detail, we perform timing analysis of the fields
and particle moments. Timing analysis of BL in the outer magnetospheric inflow region (10:33:25.5) provides
the boundary normal velocity vn,MSP ≈ 32 × [−0.05, −0.08, 1.00] km/s (LMN). Still in the magnetospheric
inflow, but closer to the separatrix, 10:33:26.2–10:33:27.8, BL temporarily forms a plateau, as the boundary
velocity decreases to vMSP ∼10 km/s. At the magnetosheath separatrix, timing analysis of ne, BM, ve,⟂,L > 0, and
EN > 0 each give a boundary normal velocity vn,MSH ≈55× [−0.50,−0.10,−0.86] km/s (LMN). MMS1 observes
the large negative ve,L for about 0.25 s. Based on this, we estimate the thickness of the electron outflow
w ∼0.25vn,MSH to be not larger than 15 km, comparable to the pressure length scale LP . In comparison,
𝜌e ≈1.5 km, and the electron inertial length de ≈1 km. The orientation of the magnetospheric and magne-
tosheath side boundary planes is shown as black solid and dashed lines in Figures 3a and 3b.

To illustrate the flow structure close to |ve,L|max and the magnetosheath separatrix, we plot ve in the time
interval 10:33:29.50–10:33:30.60 (Figure 4c). In this figure, the magnetosheath and magnetospheric side
boundaries has been placed at the edges of ve,L<0 as observed by MMS1. On the magnetosheath side, all
four spacecraft observe ve that is tangential and E that is normal to the boundary (not shown), respectively.
This suggests the boundary is roughly planar over the tetrahedron volume. The planes form an angle of 34∘,
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suggesting a widening of the electron outflow away from the X line. However, we cannot determine the
boundary orientation outside the spacecraft tetrahedron and therefore not decide the X line location. The
motion of the spacecraft normal to the boundaries is based on vn,MSP and vn,MSH. The motion tangential to
the boundaries cannot be inferred from the timing, but there are clear indications that they are non zero,
and by comparing the observations by the individual spacecraft, we are able to set some constraints. On the
magnetosheath side, we have added a tangential velocity vt,MSP= M×vn,MSH∕|vn,MSH| × 40 km/s, such that
the spacecraft motion close to this boundary is given by vMSH= vn,MSH + vt,MSH. The trajectories of MMS1,
MMS2, and MMS3/MMS4 then form separate groups, consistent with the observed durations of ve,L < 0 and
the reversal to ve,L > 0 (Figure 3i). This velocity is then projected on to the magnetospheric side boundary as
vt,MSP= M×vn,MSP∕|vn,MSP| × 60 km/s. We note that the normal velocities on the magnetospheric side seem
to be low during an extended period, as MMS1 observes signatures different to the other three spacecraft
(Figure 3). We conclude that the inferred trajectories place MMS1 closest to the EDR. This is consistent with
MMS1 observing the smallest Hall magnetic fields (BM) and the thinnest outflow region (ve,L). In a region this
thin, with low B, electrons are expected to become partially demagnetized.

Now we investigate how the crescent-shaped electron distributions observed in the electron outflow develop.
The orientation of the local magnetic field, BM≈ −10 nT, gives counter clockwise electron gyro orbits in
Figures 2d, 2g, 3a, and 4 (B is out of plane in these figures). Since the electrons constituting the crescents
travel mainly along −L (Figure 2d), the instantaneous gyrocenters are on average located in the −N direction
relative to the spacecraft, toward the low-density side of the reconnection layer. The dropout of lower energy
electrons toward the magnetosheath places the origin of the crescent population toward the magnetosphere
because only the highest energy electrons, which have the largest gyroradius, reach the location where the
faintest crescent is sampled. This is consistent with the above timing analysis, which places the faintest cres-
cent closer to the magnetosheath, and the fullest crescent closer to the magnetosphere. The local gyroradius
of the highest energy electrons in the crescent (E=180 eV, BM=− 10 nT) is 𝜌e,max= 4.5 km. Since 𝜌e,max is
comparable to w, the electrons may observe varying B along their trajectories. If the electrons constituting
the crescent cross into the region where BM > 0 or even further to where BL > 0, their trajectories will become
meandering, and the electrons can be considered partly demagnetized.

The observed crescents are similar to distributions recently observed in magnetopause reconnection by Burch
et al. [2016] and simulations of asymmetric reconnection [Hesse et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Bessho et al., 2016].
In both the observations and simulations, the crescents are predominantly found on the low-density side of
the X line directed along M (coinciding with the local E × B direction). The crescents constitutes electrons
that cross the magnetic field reversal in BL from the high-density side and undergo partial gyro orbits into
the low-density side of the X line. Although we observe the crescents in the electron outflow, toward the
high-density (magnetosheath) side of the reconnecting current layer, and the dominant magnetic field is BM

instead of BL, the formation mechanisms are likely similar. Assuming this, we follow Bessho et al. [2016] (their
equation 7) and estimate the lower velocity bound of the crescent distribution to be:

v⟂1 ≥
v2
⟂2

𝜔ce

1
d
−

𝜔ce

4
d − |E × B|

B2
(2)

where v⟂1 and v⟂2 are aligned with E×B and E, respectively, and d is the distance along E to the turning point
of the meandering trajectories, BM = 0. This equation assumes linear variation of B along the direction of d and
thus a spatially varying gyroradius. This lower boundary curve is parabolic and provides a reasonable bound-
ary between the core and the crescent populations (Figure 2g), giving d = 1–7 km or a few 𝜌e ∼ 1.5 km. This
is comparable to the distance between MMS1 and the magnetospheric side boundary of the outflow region
in Figure 4c. The comparison between our observations and theoretical predictions supports the interpreta-
tion that the crescent distributions likely form by meandering trajectories of partially demagnetized electrons
in a region where the electron gyroradius is comparable to the length scale of magnetic field gradients.

Since the distribution at 10:33:30.146 (Figures 2d1–2f1) with azimuthal extent ∼360∘ constitutes electrons
of all gyrophases, we consider this as close to the source of the crescent. However, we note that the distri-
bution at this time is not completely isotropic and that the core and the perpendicular distribution are still
distinguishable in the pitch angles. The maximum energy of the perpendicular distribution is slightly higher
than the maximum energy of the parallel core, and both are well below the energy of magnetospheric elec-
trons, E ≳ 500 eV (Figure 1e). Therefore, both populations likely originate from magnetosheath electrons.
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The core population with T|| > T⟂, which is observed both in the inflow and outflow, may have been heated
in the inflow regions [Egedal et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2014, 2016; Lavraud et al., 2016] without being signif-
icantly scattered perpendicular to B while crossing the separatrices. The perpendicular population, which is
the origin of the crescent, may develop from magnetosheath electrons passing through the EDR and being
heated perpendicular to B [Bessho et al., 2014; Lavraud et al., 2016]. The finite gyroradius effects forming the
crescents appear due to the sharp electron scale boundary between the two plasmas described above.

To provide an indication of the energy dissipation associated with the crescent distributions, we calculate the
energy dissipation in the electron frame of reference, E′ ⋅ J (assuming charge neutrality) [Zenitani et al., 2011]
(Figure 3l). All four spacecraft except MMS1 observe a significant enhancement in E′ ⋅ J> 0 around the time
of the southward electron jet when the crescents are observed. Nevertheless, this provides some indication
that the electrons constituting the crescents can be accelerated in this region. Since the acceleration only
affects the electrons during a certain gyrophase, it can be nonadiabatic. To estimate the average energy gain
per gyro orbit, we calculate E′ ⋅ J∕nefce. For MMS2, the maximum value is 3 eV (E′ ⋅ J= 2 nW/m3, fce=400 Hz,
ne =11cm−3), which is about 7% of Te (Figure 1i). Therefore, over multiple gyro orbits, the electrons may gain a
significant amount of energy.

4. Conclusions

We investigate a magnetopause crossing with strong gradients in magnetic field and plasma parameters on
a scale comparable to the spacecraft separation ∼ 15 km. We find a region of strong current primarily carried
by electrons. In this region, the divergence of the electron pressure is sufficiently large that electrons are not
frozen in to the magnetic field. The electric field in the frame of the electron bulk flow is nonzero and
balanced by the pressure divergence term. The observed magnetic field structure and electron flows indicate
that MMS crossed a reconnection region close to the electron diffusion region. By examining the electron dis-
tributions in these regions, we find that the electron outflow is associated with pronounced crescent-shaped
distributions in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The crescents support the bulk electron flow
constituting the outflow jet. While the isolated crescents are highly agyrotropic, their density is too low to sig-
nificantly contribute to the agyrotropy of the complete distribution. The crescent population originates from
magnetosheath electrons that has been heated perpendicular to the magnetic field, possibly when passing
the electron diffusion region. The crescents form due to finite electron gyroradius effects across the magne-
tosheath separatrix. The crescents are thus a clear manifestation of finite gyroradius effects in an electron-scale
reconnection current sheet.
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